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Confidence that central bank policies around the world will spur economic 
growth and a generally upbeat assessment of the US economy by the 
Federal Reserve sent global equity markets higher last week, with 
benchmark indices in the US climbing to new all time highs, while 
domestically the S&P/ASX 200 snapped a three week losing streak.  

Australian equities gained ground last week, with the S&P/ASX 200 
advancing 0.27% to close at 5,419.48 while the Small Ords index recorded 
its biggest one week gain in over three months, jumping 1.92%. There was 
little data out last week on the economic front, with the RBA meeting 
minutes the only release of note. The June meeting minutes took a bit of a 
dovish tilt, relative to what we have seen in recent months. The idea that 
the outlook is shrouded in a fair degree of uncertainty, given the wide 
confidence intervals around the scale of the mining investment, and fiscal 
consolidation drags, is not new, and was highlighted in the last couple of 
statements on monetary policies. But whereas previous commentary had 
portrayed the risks around the central forecast as being balanced by the 
better cyclical news on the consumer, housing, and non-mining investment, 
there was less conviction in those positives in last week‟s release. In 
company news, one of the biggest announcements last week came from 
Woodside Petroleum (WPL) who confirmed that it would assist Shell in 
making an orderly exit of its 23.1% stake in the company. In the first stage, 
Shell sold down 9.5% (to 13.6%) via an institutional block trade that was 
completed last Wednesday, to be followed by another 9.5% exit to be 
undertaken by WPL in the form of a selective buyback. The share price 
closed the week 3.27% lower. A host of other companies came out during 
the week and either reaffirmed or cut guidance expectations for the second 
half of the year in what is known as „confession season‟ in the lead up to 
reporting in a couple of months. Super Retail Group (SUL) disappointingly 
downgraded its guidance for the second time in just six weeks with 
weakened consumer sentiment having hurt the company‟s Leisure and 
Sports businesses in particular. While the share price closed the week 
4.35% higher, the announcement adds further fuel to the well documented 
decline in retail spending post the May Federal Budget where sales have 
deteriorated, margins have fallen and six consumer companies have cut 
earnings guidance. On the positive side, Asciano (AIO) jumped 3.61% 
during the week after reiterating guidance and OceanaGold (OGC) surged 
10.97% after the spot price of gold enjoyed its biggest single day gain in 
over nine months on Thursday on concerns over inflation.  

In the US, equity markets rebounded last week with the Dow Jones 
Industrials Average, S&P 500 and NASDAQ advancing 1.02%, 1.38% and 
1.33% respectively, with all indices closing at new all time highs on Friday. 
The main focus for the week was on the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting conducted over Wednesday and Thursday. There was 
some expectation that the FOMC could have been a little more hawkish 
given that economic data at the beginning of last week showed that the 
cost of living in the US had risen more than forecast in May i.e. that 
inflation may begin to be a concern. However, the statement that the 
FOMC expects rates to stay low for a „considerable time‟ after the bond 
buying ends appeased equity markets. The Fed did however continue to 
trim its bond buying program by $10 billion for a fifth meeting as expected, 
to $35 billion per month, keeping it on pace to end the program later this 
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year. Fed Chair Janet Yellen and her fellow policy makers continue to 
debate how long to keep interest rates near zero. Fed officials predicted 
their target interest rate will be 1.13% at the end of 2015 and 2.5% a year 
later, slightly higher than previously forecast. Central bank participants also 
estimated long-term growth for the US economy of 2.1% to 2.3%, 
compared with 2.2% to 2.3% in March and 2.5% to 2.8% way back in 
January 2010 in the wake of the most recent recession. In a separate 
release, housing starts in the US declined in May by 6.5% to 1.001 million. 
Despite the decline in the headline figure, there was some favourable news 
in the report as single family permits, an important forward looking 
indicator, increased 3.7% in May which is also a positive for domestically 
listed James Hardie (JHX) which ended the week relatively flat, up just 
0.29%. 

European equity markets were generally stronger last week, with the Stoxx 
Euro 600 index gaining 0.29% while the UK FTSE 100 and German DAX 
advanced 0.70% and 0.75%. Stocks in the UK rebounded after the prior 
week‟s speech from Bank of England governor Carney signalled a 
surprising change in tome and raised the prospect of rates moving higher 
from the fourth quarter of this year. Carney described the decision on rates 
as „becoming more balanced‟. He then went on to say that the first hike in 
rates „could happen sooner than markets currently expect‟. 

Commodities: Gold: US$1,314.85 (+2.97%), Brent Crude: US$114.81 
(+2.09%), Iron Ore: US$92.10 (-+1.32%) 

Currencies: AUD/USD: 0.9388 (-0.15%), AUD/EUR: 0.6903 (-0.59%), 
AUD/GBP: 0.5518 (-0.45%), AUD/JPY: 95.829 (-0.12)  

Once again it‟s very quiet on the domestic economic front this week, 
however offshore, the release of the Chinese manufacturing purchasing 
managers index (PMI) will be closely watched and could be a key indicator 
for which direction commodity prices move from here. In Europe, Ukraine 
may come back into headlines as the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
(NATO) foreign ministers meet to discuss the Nation and its relations with 
Russia along with other topics. Additionally, Ukraine‟s new president will 
sign his country‟s association and free-trade agreement with the European 
Union. 
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Important Information 
 
Issuer of this document 
This document has been prepared by eQR securities Pty Limited ABN 30 009 119 242 AFSL 240693 (eQR securities). eQR 
securities is a subsidiary of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141. No person or entity other than eQR securities has 
been involved in the preparation of this document, has caused or authorised the issue of this document, or is otherwise responsible 
for the content of this document. 
 
Currency of this document 
This document is current as at the date shown on the front page of this document. 
The information, opinions and statements included in this document reflect only the judgement of eQR securities as at the date of 
this document, and are subject to change at any time without notice due to market events and other factors. eQR securities may at 
any time cease to provide research on the entity that is the subject of this document. 
 
Authorised users 
This document has been prepared for use only by advisers and clients of Westpac Financial Planning, Westpac Private Bank, 
St.George Financial Planning, St.George Private Clients, Magnitude Group Pty Ltd (trading as Magnitude Financial Planning) and 
Securitor Financial Group Ltd (“authorised users”). BT Financial Group is the wealth management arm of the Westpac group of 
companies (“Westpac Group”). This document is not provided by eQR securities in any fiduciary capacity. 
This document, and any information included in it, must not be copied, used, reproduced or otherwise distributed or circulated to any 
third party other than an authorised user, including any person outside Australia. If you are not an authorised user, please destroy 
this document immediately and inform eQR securities. 
 
You should seek advice 
This document does not constitute a recommendation that you buy, hold or sell any particular security. This document has been 
prepared without taking account of any person‟s personal objectives, financial situation or needs, and so you should consider its 
appropriateness having regard to those factors before acting on it, and obtain professional investment, financial and taxation advice. 
eQR securities does not give any representation, warranty or guarantee as to the performance of the entity that is the subject of this 
document. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
 
eQR securities’ ratings system 
eQR securities uses the following ratings system: 

Undervalued:  

Over the next twelve months, eQR securities expects this stock to outperform the average total return of the stocks in the relevant 
sector universe (as defined by the stocks covered by eQR securities). Undervalued stocks are considered to be trading at a discount 
to their valuation at the time of rating issuance on a risk adjusted basis.  

Fair Value 

Over the next twelve months, eQR securities expects this stock to perform in line with the average total return of the stocks in the 
relevant sector universe (as defined by the stocks covered by eQR securities). Fair Value stocks are considered to be trading at or 
around their valuation at the time of rating issuance on a risk adjusted basis. 

Overvalued 

Over the next twelve months, eQR securities expects this stock to underperform the average total return of the stocks in the relevant 
sector universe (as defined by the stocks covered by eQR securities). Overvalued stocks are considered to be trading at a premium 
to their valuation at the time of rating issuance on a risk adjusted basis. 

Investment ratings are determined by the potential performance as described above. The expected total returns may fall outside of 
these ranges because of market price movements and/or other short-term volatility or trading patterns. Such interim deviations from 
specified ranges may be permitted depending on the circumstances though will become subject to review if the deviation persists or 
results from a fundamental structural change. 
 
eQR securities’ valuation methodology 
eQR securities utilises a combination of qualitative and quantitative applications in its overall ratings process and valuation 
methodology. 
Any outlooks, estimates, forecasts or projections (“prospective financial information”) included in this document are predictive in 
character, and are based on certain assumptions. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure that the assumptions on which 
prospective financial information is based are reasonable, any prospective financial information included in this document has not 
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been independently verified, and may be based on incorrect assumptions or may not take into account known or unknown risks and 
uncertainties. The results ultimately achieved may differ materially from that prospective financial information.  
 
Third party information 
This document may contain material provided by third parties and is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed 
to be accurate at its issue date. It should not be considered a comprehensive statement on any matter nor relief upon as such. While 
such material is published with necessary permission, neither eQR securities nor any other company in the Westpac Group accepts 
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of, or endorses, any such material. To the maximum extent permitted by law: (a) no 
guarantee, representation or warranty is given that any information included in this document is complete, accurate, up to date, error 
or fault free or fit for any purpose; and (b) neither eQR securities nor any member of the Westpac Group is in anyway liable to the 
any person (including for negligence) or otherwise for any loss or damage arising as a result of any reliance on this document or any 
information included in this document. 
 
Interests, associations and relationships 
Please refer to eQR securities‟ FSG under the heading “Interests, associations and relationships” for further information regarding 
any interests in, or associations or relationships between, eQR securities, other entities in the Westpac Group, and their 
representatives (including those involved in the preparation of this document), with the entity that is the subject of this document.  
 
Other general information 
All pricing information included in this document is as at the close of market for the relevant security as at the date of this document, 
unless otherwise stated. 
Capitalised or abbreviated terms that are used in this document may have a particular meaning. Contact your financial adviser to 
obtain a Glossary of key terms, or for an explanation of terms used in this document. 
 © eQR securities 2011. 
 
FINANCIAL SERVICES GUIDE     Dated: 19 November 2010 
This Financial Services Guide (FSG) is an important document which we are required to give you as an Australian Financial 
Services Licensee. This FSG is prepared and issued by eQR securities Pty Limited ABN 30 009 119 242 AFS Licence Number 
240693 (eQR securities). The FSG is designed to provide you with information regarding the advice and services that eQR 
securities can offer you and to assist you in determining whether to use the financial services provided by eQR securities. 
This FSG contains information about: 

 eQR securities, including contact details and services offered by us; 

 What services eQR securities is authorised to provide;  

 How eQR securities and its staff are remunerated; 

 How eQR securities deals with your complaints; and 

 Our conflicts of interest management policy. 
 
Contact details 
Level 20, 275 Kent Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Email: equitiesresearch@btfinancialgroup.com 
Telephone: 1800 557 432 Fax: 02 9274 517 
 
Our financial services 
eQR securities is authorised to provide general financial product advice in the form of research reports and related information 
regarding a range of financial products, including securities (e.g. shares). eQR securities' business is primarily that of providing 
research (e.g. general financial product advice) on securities, including selected shares in the ASX 200. 
 
General financial product advice 
Any financial product advice eQR securities gives you will be general in nature and will have been prepared without taking into 
account your objectives, financial situation and needs. You should seek personal advice from a financial adviser that is appropriate 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs. You should obtain and consider the disclosure document (e.g. product disclosure 
statement or prospectus) (if any) for a product before deciding whether to acquire, continue to hold or dispose of that product. 
eQR securities has no knowledge of your personal circumstances and will only ever provide you with general advice. 
 
Remuneration and other benefits 
eQR securities - eQR securities does not receive remuneration from the issuers of financial products for undertaking research on 
the issuer's financial products. eQR securities bears the cost of undertaking this research. 
eQR securities generates its income from other means such as the subscription fees payable by financial advisers who subscribe to 
eQR securities‟ online research platform. You will not be required to pay a fee to eQR securities for the general advice contained in 
the eQR securities written reports provided to you through a financial adviser. Details of any fees or remuneration received by your 
financial adviser will be detailed in the financial services guide and/or statement of advice given to you by your financial adviser. 
Staff - Our research staff are generally paid a salary, superannuation and may also receive additional benefits should they satisfy 
certain targets. They may also be entitled to receive bonuses that are based on factors such as the quality of their research, as well 
as the efficiency and timeliness of delivery of their services. Our research staff may also be entitled to a bonus determined by 
reference to the performance of other business units within the Westpac Group.  
You may request further information regarding eQR securities' or any eQR representative‟s remuneration before you are provided 
with the financial services. 
 

http://www2.search.asic.gov.au/cgi-bin/gfs010c?origin=flb&licence_no=240693&role_type=FB&cond_sdate=&cond_stime=&rep_no=%20&a7=&a8=&a9=&a10=&a11=&a12=&a13=&start_date=
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Interests, associations and relationships 
eQR securities is a member of the Westpac Group. The Westpac Group includes a number of companies that provide financial 
services, funds management, insurance, superannuation, investment and administrative services. The Westpac Group includes 
St.George Bank – a division of Westpac, Securitor Financial Group Limited, Magnitude Group Pty Limited, Asgard Capital 
Management Limited, St.George Life Limited, Advance Asset Management Limited and also includes companies that bear the 
“Westpac”, “St.George” and “BT” names. 
eQR securities, other entities in the Westpac Group, and their representatives (including those involved in the preparation of 
research and related material provided by eQR securities (together, eQR Material)) may have an interest in the securities of, or an 
association or relationship with, the entity that is the subject of eQR Material. This could, for example, include a shareholding in, 
position as an officeholder of, or a contract for the provision of services to, the entity that is the subject of eQR Material. 
In the event of any person subscribing to the financial products referred to in eQR Material through a financial product or service 
issued by a Westpac group company, such subscription may result in companies related to Westpac and representatives or 
authorised representatives of Westpac Group companies receiving a commission, fee or other benefit or advantage.  
 
Conflicts of Interest Policy 
eQR securities has a policy for the management of conflicts of interest which are relevant to the financial services provided by eQR 
and its representatives. 
 
Complaints handling 
The law requires eQR securities to have arrangements in place to compensate certain persons for loss or damage they suffer from 
certain breaches of the Corporations Act by eQR securities or its representatives. eQR securities has internal compensation 
arrangements as well as professional indemnity insurance that satisfy these requirements.  
eQR securities endeavours to provide a high standard of financial service to you. If you have a concern about the service provided 
to you or wish to make a complaint, we encourage you to contact us by telephone on 1800 557 432, or alternatively via the contact 
details below: 
Wealth Management Complaints 
GPO Box 5265 
Sydney NSW 2001 
Fax: +61 02 8253 3727 
We aim to resolve your concern quickly and fairly. 
If your concern is not resolved, or if you are dissatisfied with the decision, you may contact the Financial Ombudsman Service 
(FOS).   
 
You may contact FOS at GPO Box 3 Melbourne  VIC  3001; Tel: 1300 78 08 08; Fax Number: (03) 9613 6399; Website: 
www.fos.org.au; Email: info@fos.org.au. This service is provided free of charge. 
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